
American Psycho – the Other Side of Twitter 

On Wednesday, the 12th of September I came across a tweet of Garikai Chengu (Twitter name 

@ChenguGold) whose comments I always value. His sarcastic remark about the fact, that for the US 

four dead Americans were obviously much more important than 50,000 Libyans met my full 

agreement but obviously provoked a guy who calls himself “@Republicandude”. This madman stated 

- with irregular Grammar - that 100,000 Libyan lives wouldn´t be worth one American life, a really 

racist and in essence fascist statement. This was classified by a young Lady, Abby Harrison (Twitter 

name @SankofaMind) as “crank”. My remark that this might have been a sarcastic way of agreeing 

(otherwise it would show a colonial attitude) could not hold because she confirmed that from her 

insight he was serious. Read the stream of the weird discussion into which Madman dragged us into: 

 

Meanwhile Republicandude had answered Abby Harrison with words of madness: 

 



These words of the guy I read later on and referred to them below. Then I got Abby´s confirmation he 

wasn´t sarcastic: 

 

After having characterized Republicandude´s facial expression (original avatar much more grim) I 

made a suggestion with Ray Charles´ words: 

 



But things went on! 

The Cowboy answered the characterization of his original facial expression: 

 

Now I came across his former statement “I want the world to be terrified of my country”. 

Immediately the political concept of the “Madman Theory” developed under Nixon and Kissinger 

came to my mind: 

 

Madman liked the idea instead of starting to think of the shame being a Madman. 



Made me a little furious and I had to refer to what obviously his masters were doing to their country: 

 

Cowboy going a bit wild and playing the Masochist: 

 

Now Cowboy is ready to die! If this isn´t weird what is weird then? 

 

The contrast of this “arch American” playing with lives to the permanent Jesus Show in his country 

had to be made clear: 



 

But Cowboy isn´t too bright or he wants to misunderstand. Having mentally played with hundred 

thousand lives of Libyans he´s behaving all of a sudden as I´d have said he should die! 

 

 

At least he´d understood now what was meant. But his misunderstanding that I would have said he 

should die alarmed another madman: 

 



That one didn´t even realize that at least two of the three of us battling with Madman aren´t even 

Americans! What a mess. 

 

 


